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International Law Situations, 
WITH SOLUTIONS AND NOTES. 
SITUATION I. 
COALING 'VITHIN NEUTRAL JURISDICTION. 
There is war between States X and Y. Other States 
are neutral. 
(a) A detachment of armed vessels of State X puts 
in to port B of State Z for the purpose of coaling from 
colliers accompanying the detachment. 
Y protests against this coaling. 
The authorities of State Z inform the commander of 
the detachment that he will be allowed to take from the 
colliers coal sufficient only to proceed to the nearest home 
port or to a port already passed en route to port B, and 
that any other course would render State Z liable for 
breach of neutrality. 
What are the rights in this case~ 
(b) Would the solution be the same if~ the colliers had 
been sent to port B to meet the detachment~ 
(c) Would the solution be different if the coaling were 
not in a port, but merely within the three-mile limit off 
the coast of State Z ~ 
SOLUTION. 
(a) State Z is competent to make the regulation 
allowing within neutral jurisdiction coal sufficient only 
to proceed to the nearest home port or to a port already 
passed en route to port B. State Z might be at liberty 
to adopt the rule of full bunker supply. 
(b) The same regulation would apply in case of colliers 
sent to meet the belligerent fleet at the neutral port of 
State Z. 
(c) The same regulation would apply if the coailng 
'vere not in port but merely 'vithin the three-mile limit 
off the coast of State Z. 
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XOTES. 
lntroduction.-The introduction of stean1 po\ver in 
Yessels is co1nparatively recent. International la\\r has 
not developed sufficiently to cover all circun1stances 
under \vhich the supply of fuel for vessels n1ight come in 
question. The rules \Yhich had been developed to cover 
sailing ships are not in all ca~es sufficient to n1eet the 
new· conditions. Coaling became fron1 the 1niddle of the 
nineteenth century an increasingly i1nportant question 
in n1ariti1ne \varfare. Confusion naturally arose in the 
attempt to stretch old rules evolved to regulate the con-
duct of sailing ships so that their provisions w·ould apply 
to steam vessels. The transport of coal by neutrals \vas 
son1eti1nes confused \vith the supplying of coal in a neu-
tral port. 
Coaling, the Geneva arbitration.-rfhe first extended 
discussion in regard to the supply of coal arose before the 
Geneva arbitration. ~Ioore sum1narizes this very impor-
tant discussion as follo\\Ts: 
It was maintained in the case of the United States that an undue 
indulgence was shown to Confederate cruisers in the extent to which 
they were permitted to obtain supplies of coal in British ports, and 
that in this way they were enabled to use those ports as a base of 
hostile operations against the United States in violation of the duty 
defined in the second rule of the treaty. These allegations were denied 
in the British case. 
The British supplemental argtnnent declared that supplies of coal 
in British ports were afforded equally and impartially to both the 
contending parties; that they were obtained, on the whole, more 
largely by ships of war of the United States than by the Confederate 
cruisers; and that such supplies were lawful under the principles of 
international law. 
~Ir. Evarts, in his supplemental argument, and :Mr. "\Vaite, in 
another special argument, argued that the permission to take coal, 
unless properly restricted, amounted to permitting the belligerent to 
make use of the neutral ports as a base of naval operations, and that 
the Confederate cruisers were suffered to obtain supplies of coal in 
British ports to facilitate their belligerent operations. 
On this subject Count Sclopis expressed the following opinion: 
"I can only treat the question of the supply and shipment of coal 
as connected with the use of a base of naval operations directed against 
one of the belligerents, or as a flagrant case of contraband of war. 
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"I will not say that the simple fact of ha ,-ing allowed a greater 
amount of coal than was necessary to enable a Yessel to reach the 
nearest port of its country constitutes in itself a sufficient grievance 
to call for an indemnity. As the Lord Chancellar of England said on 
the 12th of June, 1871, in the House of Lords, England and the United 
States equally hold the principle that it is no violation of international 
law to furnish arms to a belligerent. But if an excessive supply of 
coal is connected with other circumstances which show that it wa~ 
used as a veritable res hostilis, then there is an infringement of the 
second rule of Article VI of the treaty. It is in this sense also that the 
same Lord Chancellor, in the speech before 1nentionecl, explained the 
intention of the latter part of the said rule. Thus, when I see, for 
example, the Florida and the Shenandoah choose for their field of action, 
one, the stretch of sea between the Baha~na Archipelago and Bermuda, 
to cruise there at its ease, and the other, ~Ielbourne and !Jobson's Bay, 
for the purposes, immediately carried out, of going to the Arctic seas, 
there to attack the whaling vessels, I can not but regard the supplies 
of coal in quantities sufficient for such purposes as infringen1ent~ of 
the second rule of the siJSth article." 
~Ir. Adams, in his opinion, said: 
"This question of coals was little considered by \Yriters on the law 
·of nations, and by sovereign powers, until the present century. It has 
become one of the first importance, now that the motive power of all 
vessels is so greatly enhanced by it. 
"The effect of this application of steam power has changed the char-
acter of war on the ocean, and invested with a greatly preponderant force 
those nations which rossess most largely the best material for it within 
their own territories and the greatest nun1ber of maritime places over 
the globe where deposits may be conveniently provided for their use. 
"It is needless to point out the superiority in this respect of the posi-
tion of Great Britain. There seCins no way of discussing the question 
other than through this example. 
"Just in proportion to these advantages is the responsibility of that 
country when holding the situation of a neutral in time oi war. 
"The fafest course in any critical emergency would be to deny alto-
gether to supply the vessels of any of the belligerents, except perhaps 
when in positive distress. 
"But such a policy would not fail to be regarded as selfith, illiberal, 
and unkind by all belligerents. It would inevitably lead to the 
acquisition and establishment of similar positions for the1nselves by 
other maritin1e powers, to be guarded with equal exclusiYeness, and 
entailing upon them enormous and continual expenses to proYide 
against rare emergencies. · 
"It is not therefore either just or in the interest of other powers, by 
exacting severe responsibilities of Great Britain in ti1ne of war, to force 
her either to deny all supplies, or, as a lighter risk. to ~ngage herself in 
war. 
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"It is in this sense that I approach the arguments that have been 
prt.,~ented in regard to the supply of coals given by great Britain to the 
insurgent American steamers as forming a base of operations. 
"It must be noted that throughout the war of four years supplies of 
co1l were furnished liberally at first, and more scantily afterwards, but 
still indiscri1ninately to both belligerents. 
"The difficulty is obvious how to distinguish those cases of coals 
given to either of the parties as helping them impartially to other ports 
from those furnished as a base of hostile operations. 
"Unquestionably, Commodore \Yilkes. in the Vanderbilt, was very 
much aided in continuing his cruise at sea by the supplies obtained 
from British sources. Is this to be construed as getting a base of 
operations? 
"It is plain that a line must be drawn somewhere, or else no neutral 
power will consent to furnish supplies to any belligerent whatever in 
time of war. 
"So far as I am able to find my way out of this dilemma, it is in this 
WISe: 
"The supply of coals to a belligerent involves no responsibility to 
the neutral when it is made in response to a d·ernand presented in good 
faith, with a single object of satisfying a legitimate purpose openly 
assigned. 
"On the other hand, the same supply does involve a responsibility 
if it shall in any way be made to appear that the concession was made, 
either tacitly or by agreement, with a vie\v to promote or complete 
the execution of a hostile act. 
''Hence I perceive no other way to detennine the degree of the 
responsibility of a neutral in these cases than by an examination of the 
evidence to show the 1"ntent of the grant in any specific case. Fraud or 
falsehood in such a cat'e poisons everything it touches. Even indiffer-
ence may degenerate into willful negligence, and that will impose a 
burden of proof to excuse it before responsibility can be relieved. 
"This is the rule I have endeavored to apply in judging the nature of 
the cases complained of in the course of this arbitration." 
Sir Alexander Cockburn contended that the term "base of naval 
operations" had no relation to the case of a vessel which, while cruising 
against an enemy's ships, puts into a port, and after obtaining neces-
sary supplies again pursues 'her course, but that it referred to the use 
of a port or water as a place from which a fleet or a ship might .watch an 
enemy and sally forth to attack him, with the possibility of falling back 
upon the port or water in question for fresh supplies, or shelter, or a 
renewal of operations. The term signified "a local position which 
serves as a point of departure and return in military operations, and 
with which a constant connection and communication can be kept up, 
and which may be fallen back upon whenever necessary." 
~fr. Staempfli, in his opinion in the case of the Sumter, said: 
'' The permission given to the Sumter to remain and to take in coal at 
Trinidad does not in itself con~titute a sufficient basis for accusing the 
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British authorities of having failed in the observance of their dutie~ 
as neutrals, because this fact can not be considered by itself, since the 
Sumter, both before and after that time, was admitted into the ports 
of many other States, where it stayed and took in coal, and it is proved 
that the last supply she obtained to cross the A tlantie did not take 
place in a British port; so that it can not be held that the port of Trini-
dad served as a ba8e of operations for the Sumter." 
The tribunal of arbitration, in its award, said: 
"In order to impart to supplies of coal a character inconsistent with 
the second rule, prohibiting the use of neutral ports or waters as a base 
of naval operations for a belligerent, it is necessary that the said sup-
plies should be connected \vith special circumstances of time, of per-
sons, or of place, which may combine to give them such character." 
In signing the award, Viscount d'ltajuba. made the following state-
ment: 
"Yiscount d'ltajuba, while signing the decision, remarks, with 
regard to the recital concerning the supply of coals, that he is of opinion 
that every Government is free to furnish to the belligerents 1nore or less 
of that article." 
It did not appear that in any case Great Britain was held responsible 
for the acts of a vessel in consequence of supplies of coa1. ( 4 :Moore, 
International Arbitrations, p. 4097 .) 
Discussion of 1906.-Under Topic I\~ of the Naval 
·yfi.,T ar College International La'v Topics and Discussions 
of 1906 (p. 66) the subject of supplying fuel and oil in a 
neutral port w"as considered. The develop1nent of the 
recognition of neutral obligations "yas set forth at that 
time in considerable detail. The proclamations of 
various States in recent "yars are also sho,vn, and the 
policy and practice of some of the more in1portant States 
is discovered to be divergent. A regulation "yas proposed 
in 1906 as follo"'"s: 
The supply of fuel or oil within a neutral port to vessels in belligerent 
service in no case shall exceed what is necessary to make the total 
amount on board sufficient to reach the nearest unblockaded port of 
the belligerent vessel's own State or some nearer named destination. 
The supply may be subject to such other regulation as the neutral 
may deem expedient. (International Law Topics and Discussions, 
Naval \Var College, 1906, p. 87.) 
The reasons for this conclusion in 1906 'vere based upon 
the general drift of policy and practice to,vard restriction, 
as sho"rn in recent 'vars and in opinions of "Titers. In 
the 'vay of a general statement as to the reasons for the 
regulation proposed in 1906 in ans\\yer to the question, 
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·' 'Yhat regulations should be nutde in regard to the 
supplying of fuel or oil to belligerent vessels in neutral 
ports ? '' it "·as said-
Tlw proposition to limit the supply to the amount necessary to take 
the ship to the nearest port of her home country, which has been a 
form often used and was that approved by the Institute of International 
Law in 1898, leaves n1uch to be desired. The nearest port may not 
be in the direction in which the vessel may be voyaging, or if it is it 
may not be a port suitable for the entrance of such a vessel. The 
gradual change in recent years has shown that this formula is not 
sufficient. Such "·ords as the following have been added in certain 
proclamations: ''Or to some nearer neutral destination,'' or that coal 
shall not be supplied to "a belligerent fleet proceeding either to the 
seat of \Yar or to any position or positions on the line of route with the 
obj<>ct of intercepting neutral ships on suspicion of carrying contraband 
of war." 
In n1ost declarations there has been a provision against allowing 
a neutral port to become a base for equipping a belligerent's vessel 
with coal, oiL or other supplies. By "base,'~ as thus used, is meant 
a place to "·hich the vessel frequently returns. The idQa of "frequent," 
as thus used, is generally covered by the prohibition against taking a 
ne\Y supply of coal from the smne neutral port till after the expiration 
of a period of three months. Some States, however, allow such supply 
within three n10nths, provided permission is obtained from the proper 
authority. 
It would seen1 to be evident that while the supplying of coal to a 
belligerent is not prohibited by international law, though it has been 
prohibited in many proclamations, yet the supplying of coal at such 
frequent intervals as would make the neutral port a base is generally 
regarded as prohibited by international law, as is practically admitted 
in the reply of France to Japan in 1905. 
It seems to be the general opinion that the supply of fuel, etc., 
to belligerents should be sonle\Yhat retricted in neutral ports. 
There are differences of opinion as to the extent of necessary restric-
tions. Doubtless there would be need of special restriction in special 
cases. Some degree of freedom should remain to the neutral in making 
provisions for special conditions. It would seem reasonable that the 
neutral should not afford a greater supply of coal or oil even for lubri-
cating purposes than an amount sufficient to carry the vessel to the 
home port. The purpose is to guard against the furnishing of supplies-
for hostile uses and at the same time not to intern a vessel of a belligerent 
which may enter a neutral port. It would probably be desirable to 
restrict the supply of oil for purposes of fuel, which would be included 
under the general head of fuel, and for lubricating purposes, which 
makes necessary specific mention of oil. (Ibid., p. 86.) 
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lnterna,tional Law Sitv,ations, 1908.-The ~ avnl \Var 
College in 1908 again considered the question of supply 
of coal in neutral \Vaters after the Second II ague Peace 
Conference, 1907. The resu1ne of the reasoning upon 
\vhich the conclusion of International La\v Situation I\T 
of 1908 \Vas based is as follo\vs: 
By Article 1 of the Convention concerning the Rights and Duties 
of Neutral Powers in :Naval \Yar: 
''Belligerents are bound to respect the sovere1'gn rights of neutral Powers 
and to abstain, in neutral territory or neutral waters, from all acts whz'ch 
'Would constitute on the part of the neutral Powers which knowingly per-
mitted thern, a nonfulfilment of their neutrality." 
Unrestrained or repeated coaling in neutral waters, if knowingly 
permitted by a neutral, would unquestionably constitute a nonfulfil-
ment of neutrality, and is therefore an act from which the belligerent 
is bound to refrain. Further, Article 18 of the same convention 
prohibits the use of territorial waters for ''replenishing or increasing" 
supplies of "war material" or "'armament." Coal destined for the 
belligerent forces has in recent years been regarded as war material. 
In Situation IV there has been within three months an actual increasing 
of the supply of war material within neutral jurisdiction. Under the 
spirit of Article 18, the taking on of coal would not be allowed to the 
war vessel of State X. 
As is evident from the neutrality proclamations of recent years it is 
the purpose of neutrals to strictly limit the use of neutral territorial 
waters by belligerents to such purposes as the neutrals 1nay specifically 
enu1nerate. In most proclamations prohibitions have been extended 
to ports, roadsteads, and territorial waters. 
The provisions of the Convention concerning the Rights and Duties 
of Neutral Powers were agreed upon to harmonize divergent views. 
The divergency of view in regard to coaling was in regard to the amount 
rather than in regard to the frequency and place of coaling. This con-
vention also provides that "it is expedient to take into consideration 
the general principles of the law of nations." 
From the general principles set forth in the Convention, from the 
neutrality proclamations, from practice in recent wars, and from the 
general principles of the laws of nations it is evident that the conten-
tion of State Z (in Situation IV of 190,8) is correct. Very wide freedom 
has been allowed to belligerents in matter of coaling. The use of any 
place within neutral jurisdiction, except under the terms of the con-
vention regulating the supply of coal to belligerents, would be using 
such place as a base, which is prohibited. Certain p1'opositions made 
by neutral States have not only prescribed the refusal of such supplies, 
but also the interning of a belligerent vessel which disregards such 
neutral regulations. (International Law Situations, Naval \Var College, 
1908, p. 96.) 
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.;\..s cited in the notes upon this Situation IV of 1908, 
the United States delegation to the Second Hague Con-
ference reported in regard to the 1natter of limitation of 
the supply of coal in neutral ports as follo\vs: 
Report of American delegation.-The proposition advanced by Eng-
land represented the strict views of neutral tights and duti€s which are 
held by States maintaining powerful naval establishments, supple-
mented by a widely distributed system of coaling t.tations and ports of 
call, in which their nwrchant vessels could find convenient refuge at 
the outbreak of war and which enable them to carry on operations at 
sea quite independently of a resort to neutral ports for the procurement 
of coal or other supplies or for purposes of repair. As the policy of the 
United States Governn1ent has generally been one of strict neutrality, 
the delegation found itself in sympathy with this policy in many, if not 
most, of its essential details. France for many years past has taken a 
somewhat different view of its neutral obligations, and has practiced a 
liberal rather than a strict neutrality. The views of France in that 
regard have received some support from the Russian delegation and 
were favored to some extent by Germany and Austria. 
It was constantly borne in mind by the delegation in all delibera-
tions in committee that the United States is and always has been a 
permanently neutral power, and has always endeavored to secure the 
greatest enlargement of neutral privileges and immunities. Not only 
are its interests permanently neutral, but it is so fortunately situated, 
in respect to its military and naval establishments, as to be able to 
enforce respect fm such neutral rights and obligations as flow from its 
essential rights of sovereignty and independence. 
\Vith a view, therefore, to secure to neutral States the greatest pos-
sible exemption from the burdens and hardships of war, the delega-
tion of the United States gave constant support to the view that stipu-
lations having for that purpose the definition of the rights and duties 
of neutrals should, a~ a rule, take the form of restrictions and prohibi-
tions upon the belligerents, and should not, save in case of n_ecessity, 
charge neutrals with the performance of ~pecific duties. This rule was 
only departed from by the delegation in cases where weak neutral 
powers demanded and need the support of treaty stipulation8 in fur-
therance of their neutral duties. It was also borne in mind that a 
State resorting to certain acts with a view to prevent violations of its 
neutrality deriYes power to act fron1 the fact of its soYereignty rather 
than from the stipulations of an international conYention. (Senate 
Doc., GOth Cong., 1st sess., No. 444, p. 50.) 
'fhe solution of Situation T\T of 1908 \Vas to the effect 
that coaling by a vessel of w·ar from a collier \vithin the 
three-mile limit of the coast of a neutral State \Yould be 
a just ground upon \\~hich the neutral could deny that 
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Yessel of 'var the right to take coal 'vithin its ports till 
after three months had elapsed. 
The amount of coal.-Situation I (a ) of 1910 raises the 
question of the regulation of the an1ount of coal to be 
allowed to a belligerent in a neutral port or 'vaters. The 
regulations suggested in the Naval vVar College conclu-
sion in 1906 are not the same as those adopted at The 
Hague in 1907. The Hague regulations w·ould be regarded 
as binding in most cases. The Hague Convention con-
cerning the Rights and Duties of X eutral Powers in 
~a val vVar provides-
Article 19. Belligerent war ships -rnay only revictual in 
neutral ports or roadsteads to bring up their supplies to 
the peace standard. 
Similarly these vessels may only ship sufficient _fuel to 
enable them to reach the nearest port in their own country. 
They may, on the other hand, fill up thei.r bunkers built 
to carry fuel when in neutral countries which have adopted 
this method of determining the amount of fuel to be supplied. 
If, in accordance with the law of the neutral power, the 
ships are not supplied with coal within twenty-jour hours 
of their arrival the permissible duration of their stay is 
extended by twenty-jour hours. 
Proclamations as to amount of coal.-The proclamations 
issued in recent years as to the amount of coal to be 
allowed, in general not more often than once in three 
months, to a belligerent 'vithin a neutral port show the 
tendency to,vard regulation. The follo,ving are examples 
of regulations: 
Denmark, 1904: 
So much coal only may be taken in as may be necessary to carry such 
vessels to the nearest nonblockaded home port; or, with permission 
from the proper Danish authorities, to some other neutral destination. 
(U. S. Foreign Relations, 1904, p. 22.) 
Nether lands Indies, 1904: 
Sufficient provender may be shipped as is necessary for the mainte-
nance of the crew, while the stock of fuel may not exceed an amount 
necessary for the vessel to reach the nearest harbor of the country to 
which the vessel belongs or of one of its allies in the war. 
70387-11-2 
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. And in cn:sc of priYnteers it "·as proYided that-
They f'hall not take in more provisions than is required for them to 
reach the neare~t harbor of the country to W'hich they belong or that of 
one of their allief' in the war, and not 1nore coal than is necessary to 
provide for their rc'q uirements for a period of twenty-four hour.:;, 
sailing at a maximum of three Engli~h miles an hour. (Ibid., p. 28.) 
S"'"rden-X or\\·ay, 1904: 
In regard to coal, the!· can only purchase the necessary quantity to 
reach the nearest nonblockaded national port, or, with the consent of 
the authorities of the King, a neutral destination. (Ibid., p. ;)1) . 
United States, 1904: 
No ship of war or pri Yateer of either belligerent shall be permitted 
\Yhile in any port, harbor, roadstead, or waters within the jurisdiction 
of the rnited States, to take in any t5upplies except provisions and 
such other things as n1ay be requisite for the subsistence of her crew, 
and except so much coal only as may be sufficient to carry such Yessel. 
if without any sail power, to the nearest port .of her own country; or in 
case the Yessel is rigged to go under sail, and may also be propelled by 
stea1n power, then with half the quantity of coal which she would be 
erititlecl to receive, if dependent upon steam alone. (Ibid., p. 34.) 
Berinudn; 1898: 
X o coal except for the specifi<; purpose (to be satisfactorily shown) 
ot enabling her to proceed direct to the nearest p~rt of her own country 
or other named nearer neutral destination. (U. S. Foreign Relations, 
1898, p. 844.) 
Brazil, 1898: 
The ships of belligerents shall take material for combustion only for 
the continuance of their voyage. 
Furnishing coal to ships which sail the seas near Brazil for the pur-
pose of making prizes of an enemy's vessels or prosecuting any other 
kind of hostile operations is prohibited. (Ibid., p. 848.) 
China, 1898: 
In coal only sufficient n1ust be allowed to take it (the belligerent 
ship) to its nearest port. (Ibid., p. 853.) 
Den1nark, 1898: 
Nor to take coal in greater quantity than is necessary to enable the 
'(·essel to arriYe at the nearest port of its own country, or to some other 
destination nearer b~·. (Ibid., p. 857 .) 
Governor of Curavao, 1898: 
Nor more coal than is needed for their consumption for twenty-four 
hours at a maximum speed of 10 English miles per hour. (Ibid., p. 861. ) 
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Great Britain, 1898: 
So much coal only as may be sufficient to carry such vessel to the 
nearest port of her own country, or to some nearer destination. (Ibid., 
p. 869.) 
Japan, 1898: 
Coal necestmry for the purpose of taking such men-of-war and such 
other ships to the nearest port of their own countries. (Ibid., p. 880.) 
Netherlands, 1898: 
Not more coal than is necessary to provide for their \Vants for twenty-
four hours, sailing at a maximum pace of 10 English miles per hour. 
(Ibid., p. 889.) 
These regulations of 1898 \vere in general reissued at the 
time of the Russo-Japanese \var in 1904. 
1Iany States \vonld allo'v no coal to ships in possession 
of prizes. So1ne States required that a belligerent ship 
should obtain permission before coaling at all. Some 
made special provisions o\ving to the geographical situa-
tion of certain ports. 
Naturally Great Britain \vould fro1n the nun1ber and 
position of her ports be called upon to 1nake definite 
rules. These \Vere 1nentioned in the International La'v 
Situations of the Naval ''' ar College of 1908. 
According to the British proclamation of 1898: 
RuLE 3. No ship of war of either belligerent shall hereafter be per-
mitted, while in any such port, roadstead, or waters subject to the 
territorial jurisdiction of Her :Majesty, to take in any supplies, except 
provisions and such other things as may be requisite for the subsistence 
of her crew, and except so much coal only as may be sufficient to carry 
such vessel to the nearest port of her own country, or to some nearer 
destination, and no coal shall again be supplied to any such ship of 
war in the same or any other port, roadstead, or waters subject to the 
territorial jurisdiction of Her l\fajesty, without special permission, 
until after the expiration of three months from the time when such 
coal may have been last supplied to her w·ithin British waters as afore-
said. 
This rule \vas an1ended to read "nearer narned neutral 
destination," in 1904. 
Certain explanations of Rule 3 \vere later issued: 
It must, however, be borne in mind that the reason for the practice 
of admitting belligerent vessels of war into neutral ports arises out of 
the exigencies of life at sea and the hospitality which it is customary 
to extend to vessels of friendly po\Yers, and that this principle does not 
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extend to enabling such Yessel to utilize a neutral port directly for the 
purpose of hostile operations. The rule aboYe q noted is not to be 
understood as having any application to the case of a belligeJ,'ant fleet 
proceeding either to the seat of war, or to a position or positions on the 
line of route, with the object of intercepting neutral vessels on sus-
picion of carrying contraband of war. Such fleet can not be permitted 
to make use in any '"ay of a British port for the purpose of coaling, 
either directly from the shore, or from colliers accompanying the 
fleet, whether the vessels of the fleet present themselves at the port 
at the same time or successively. His :Jlajesty's Government further 
directs that the same practice be pursued with reference to single 
belligerent war Yessels, if it be clear that they are proceeding for the 
purpose of belligerent operations as above defined. This is not to be 
applied to the case of a Yessel putting in on account of actual distress 
at sea. 
The auwnnt of coal which might be supplied to a belligerent warship 
was defined as so 1nuch as may be sufficient to carry such vessel to the 
nearest port of her own country, or to some nearer na1ned neutral desti-
nation-a fonnula which would, e. g., entitle a Russian ship of war to 
take on board, say at Aden, an Uinount of coai sufficient to carry her to 
Vladivostok. The practice recognized under this rule, which is based 
upon considerations of hospitality, ought not, in the opinion of His 
:Jfajesty's Govermnent, to be extended so as to enable such vessels to 
maKe use of a neutral port directly for the purpose of hostile operations. 
Instructions had accordingly been given that the rule is not to be taken 
as applying to a belligerent fleet, or to vessels proceeding to the seat of 
war itself, or to stations from which operations connected with the war 
might be conducted. (Lord Lansdowne to Sir C. Hardinge, August 
16, 1904.) 
Jllalta procla1nation of 1901,..-ln the proclan1ation of 
the Governor of ~falta of August 12, 1904, there is a 
reference to and interpretation of the British rule-
\Ve, therefore, in the name of His 1\Iajest:v, order and direct that the 
ah0ve-quoted rule No. 3, published by prcclamation No. 1 of the 12th 
February, 1904, inasmuch as it refers to tt ... e extent of coal which may be 
supplied to belligerent ships of war in British ports during the present 
war, shall not be understood as having any application in ca~e of a 
belligerent fleet proceeding either to the seat of war or to any position 
or positions on the line of route with the object of intercepting neutral 
ships on suspicion of carrying contrabrand of war, and that such fleet 
shall not be petmitted to make use in any way of any port, roadstead, 
or waters subject to the jurisdiction of His 1\fajesty for the purpose of 
coaling, either directly from the shore or from colliers accompanying 
such fleet, whether vessels of such fleet present themselves to any such 
port or roadstead or within the said waters at the same time or succes-
sively; and, second, that the same practice shall be pursued with 
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reference to single belligerent ships of war proceeding for purpose of 
belligerent operations as above defined; provided that this ib not to be 
applied to the case of vessels putting in on account cf actual distress at 
sea, in which case the provision of rule No. 3 a8 published by procla-
mation No. 1 of the 12th Febraary, 1904, shall he applicable. 
It 'vill be observed that this proclamation specifically 
announces the principle "that belligerent ships of \var are 
admitted into neutral ports in vie'v of exigencies of life at 
sea and the hospitality \vhich it is customary to extend to 
vessels of friendly powers;" and that "this principle 
does not extend to enable belligerent ships of war to 
utilize neutral ports directly for the purpose of hostile 
operations." It is not the intention to .extend hospitality 
to belligerent vessels proceeding to the seat of war or 
advancing for the purpose of belligerent operations, 
\vhether against other belligerents or against neutrals 
carrying contraband or other,vise involved in the vv-ar. 
In short, the doctrine \vould seem to involve the privilege 
of coaling for navigation to a ho1ne port, but no such 
privilege in order to_ reach the area of warfare or for 
direct hostile operations. This position taken by Great 
Britain is an advanced one. As was said in the discus-
sions of the N aYal War College in 1905, "It can not rea-
sonably be expected that a neutral power \vill permit its 
own ports to be used as sources of supplies and coal, using 
\vhich the belligerent vessel or fleet may set forth to seize 
the same neutral's commerce or interrupt its trade." (In-
ternational La'v Topics and Discussions, 1905, p. 158.) 
Prof. Holland rai:::;es the question of supply of coal to a 
belligerent ship, and briefly sum1narizes the British 
practice as follo,vs: 
May Bhe also replenish her stock of coal? To ask thl.s question may 
obviously, under modern conditions and under certain circumstances, 
be equivalent to af:king whether belligerent ships may receive in 
neutral harbors what will enable them to seek out their enemy, and to 
maneuver while attacking him. It was first raised during the American 
Civil '¥ar, in the first year of which the Duke of Newcastle instructed 
colonial governors that "with respect to the supplying in British juris-
diction of articles ancipitis usus (such, for instance, as coal), there is no 
ground for any interference whatever on the part of colonial authori-
ties." But, by the following year, the question had been more ma-
turely considered, and Lord John Russell directed, on January 31, 
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1862, that the ships of war of either belligerent should be supplied with 
"so much coal only as may be sufficient to carry such vessel to the 
nearest port of her own country, or to some nearer dcstina1 ion." Iden-
c.icallanguagc was en1ployed by Great Britain in 1870, 1885, and 1898, 
but in the British instructions of February 10, 1904, the last phrase was 
strengthened so as to run: "Or to some nearer named n:!'Utral dcs1ina-
tion." The Egyptian proclamation of J<'cbruary 12, 1904, superadds 
the rcq uirement of a written declaration by the b0lligercnt commander 
as to the destinn tion of his bhip and the quantity of coal remaining on 
board of her, and ~Ir. Balfour, on July 11, infonncd the House of Com-
mons that "directions had been given for rcqLih·ing an engagement that 
any belligerent man-of-war, supplied with coal to carry her to the 
nearest port of her own nation, would in fact proceed to that port 
direct." Finally a stiJI 5tronger step was taken by the Govcrnn1ent of 
this country, necessitated by the ho~?tile advance toward eastern waters 
of the Russian Pacific Squadron. Instructions were issued to all 
British ports, on August 8, which, reciting that "belligerent ships of 
war are nd1nitted into neutral ports in view of the exigencies of life at 
sea, and the hospitality which is custmnary to extend to vessels of 
friendly pmvers; but the principle docs not extend to enable belligerent 
ships of war to utilize neutral ports directly for the purpose of hostile 
operations," goes on to direct that the rule previously promulgated, 
"inasmuch as it refers to the extent of coal whi_ch 1nay be supplied to 
belligerent ships of war in British ports during the present war, shall 
not be understood as having any application to the case of a belligerent 
fleet proceeding either to the seat of war, or to any position or positions 
on the line of route, with the object of intercepting neutral shipb on 
suspicion of cmrying contraband of war, and that such flcctb shall not he 
permitted to make usc, in any way, of any port, road5tead, or waters, 
subject to the jurisdiction of His :Majesty, for the purpose of coaling 
either directly from the shore or from colliers accompanying such fleet, 
whether vessels of sJch fleet present themselves to such port or road-
stead, or within the said waters, at the same time or successively; and 
that the smne practice shall be pursued with reference to ~ingle bellig-
erent ships of war proceeding for the purpose of belligerent operations, 
as above defined, provided that this is not to be applied to the case of 
vesbels ptltting in on account of actual distress at sea. (83 Fortnightly 
Review, 1905, p. 795.) 
'rhese neutrality regulations of 1898 and 1904 'verc 
issued by the States narned, but France, Gerrnany, and 
Austria-Hungary did not issue sirnilarly· detailed regula-
tions. The policy of France has not been the sa1ne as 
that of those States 'vhose proclarnations have been cited. 
Germany has usually been content ,\·ith a rnore or less 
definite utterance to the m'Tect that she ,\~ould rerna1n 
neutral. 
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Opinion of Dr. Lawrence.-Speaking in regard to coal-
ing in l\1ay, 1904, during the Russo-Japanese war, 
Dr. La,vrence, at that ti1ne lecturer on international law 
at the British Royal Naval College, stated the British 
po~ition: 
The case of coal is peculiar and unsatisfactory. There is great need 
of a further advance in the rules which deal with it. Before the appli-
cation of steam to navigation no one gave it a thought in connection 
with warlike purposes. Belligerent ships were as little likely to ask 
for it as they are to-day to demand granite or sand. But when, in the 
middle of the last century, the navies of the world changed from sailing 
vessels to steamships, it suddenly became immensely important. Yet 
the law of nations, based upon the practice of nations, still regarded it 
as an innocent article which might be supplied without restraint to any 
belligerent ship whose commander was so curiously constituted as to 
want it. But in 1862 Great Britain led the way in an attempt to put 
it on a more satisfactory footing. Taking advantage of the power 
possessed by neutrals to make teasonable regulations for their own 
protection, she issued in the midst of the great American Civil "\Var a 
number of rules which dealt, among other matters, with supplies of 
coal. They were limited almost exactly as they are in the present 
war. \Ve have kept to our rules ever since, ·when neutral in a maritime 
struggle; and several powers, notably the United States, have adopted 
them. Meanwhile coal has become much more important for warlike 
purposes than it was in 1862. \Vithout it a ship of war is a useless log. 
It is as essential for fighting purposes as ammunition, and much more 
essential for chasing or escaping. · :Moreover, the great increase in the 
size, or speed, or both, of modern vessels causes them to consume it in 
much greater quantities than before. A belligerent \vhich can obtain 
full supplies of it in neutral harbors gains thereby an enormous 
advantage. The neutral may be perfectly ·willing to grant similar 
supplies to the other side, but its wants may never be so great, and 
consequently the assistance given to it may never be so effective. 
Besides it is of the essence of neutrality that no aid should be given 
to the belligerents, and this is by no means the same thing as giving 
aid to both equally. Is it not time we went further and prohibited all 
supplies of coal to belligerent vessels in our ports? Probably some 
powers would follow our example, as happened when "\Ye strengthened 
our rules in 1862. Certainly some would not. France, who has not 
yet come up to our standard of 40 years ago, and whose policy with 
regard to coal in warfare is to place no restrictions upon the trade in it, 
could hardly be expected to come into line with us at fin~t. But if 
she persisted in granting supplies when most other countries refused 
them, she might lay herself open to awkward remonstrances and 
demands on the part of a belligerent who· had suffered severely in con-
sequence of her liberality. An experience like our own in the matter 
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of the Alaban1a claims n1ight convert her to our vie,vs. But even if 
she remained unconYerted, we could go on acting as we deem best. 
\Ve have more to gain than n1ost States by the changes I suggest. 
Their first result would be to make warships dependent upon the coal 
they obtained in their own ports, or from colliers sent out by their 
Government. \Ve are better off for coaling stations than any other 
power, and we have greater facilities for keeping our fleets supplied 
by colliers. On the other hand, we have more to lose than most States 
by the present system, for our sea-borne trade is so enormous and so 
important that an enemy could do vast damage by means of two or 
three swift commerce destroyers, which might for a time obtain coal 
in neutral portR, though we had closed all their own against them. 
The Egyptian neutrality order of February 12, 1904, lays down that 
before the commander of a belligerent ship of war is allowed to obtain 
coal in any port of Egypt he must obtain an authorization from the 
authorities of the port specifying the amount which he may take, and 
such authorization is to be granted only after the receipt from him of a 
written statement setting forth his destination, and stating the amount 
of coal he has in his bunkers. Probably this is as far as it is possible 
to go at present. (Problems of X eutrality, . Journal of the Royal 
United Service Institution, vol. 48, pt. 2, p. 922.) 
Else\vhere Dr. La\vrence speaks of the absolute refusal 
of coal to belligerent ships of "'"ar in a neutral port: 
No doubt we should be told that if such ships are no longer to be 
allowed to buy coal in our ports we can hardly claim for our merchant-
men the right to carry it to their ports unmolested, as long as they are 
not ports of naYal equipment. And yet this argument does not seem 
conclusive. An article of commerce may be so essential for hostile 
purposes that no warship ought to be supplied with it in neutral waters, 
and yet so essential for the ordinary purposes of civil life that it ought 
not to be prevented from reaching the peaceful inhabitants of bellig-
erent countries. The two propositions are not inconsistent. If both 
are upheld in reference to coal, we can work for the abolition of the 
present liberty to supply it to combatant vessels when visiting neutral 
ports and harbors, and at the same time maintain that when it is sent 
abroad in the way of ordinary trade belligerents must treat it as con-
ditionally and not absolutely contraband. But at present, as we have 
seen (see pp. 129-132), there can be no question of complete prohibition. 
All we can hope to gain is a rule which will deny coal in future to war 
vessels when they have broken the conditions on· which neutrals 
allowed them to take a supply. Such an advance in strictness would 
in no way conflict with our existing doctrine that coal is properly 
placed among goods conditionally contraband. (\Var and Neutrality 
in the Far East, 2d ed. , p. 161. ) 
Opinion of Prof. ll'estlake.-'rhe principles enumerated 
in the British procla1nations of 186·2 \Vere reaffirmed in 
' 
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the proclamations of 1870 during the Franco-Prussian 
War and during the Spanish-A1nerican 'y ar of 1898. 
The regulations during the Russo-Japanese \V ar of 1904-5 
\Vere more detailed and imposed greater restraint upo~ 
the belligerents particularly as regards the supply of coal. 
Of these stricter rules Prof. ''r estlake says: 
It is understood that the coal supplied under such a rule shall be used 
in proceeding to the destination which the commander of the ship 
named as being that of which the distance authorized the supply, and 
it may fairly be argued that in proceeding to that destination she shall 
make no captures, since her making any during a voyage which she had 
been expressly coaled for "'"ould constitute the neutral port her base 
of operations for the specific operation of war constituted by them; only 
if she is attacked during that voyage she may of course defend perself. 
But the legitimation by international practice, however faulty in 
principle, of the mere receipt of supplies without a specification of the 
use to which they are to be put, must imply the legitimation of any use 
to which they may be put. (International Law, Part II, \Yar, p. 211.) 
Hall's opinion.-Hall states the conditions under \vhich 
neutral territory is so1netimes used by belligerents: 
:Much the larger number of cases in which the conduct of a neutral 
forms the subject of complaint is ·when a belligerent uses the safety of 
neutral territory to prepare the means of ultimate hostility against his 
enemy, as by fitting out expeditions in it against a distant objective 
point, or by rendering it a general base of operations. In many such 
cases the limits of permissible action on the part of the belligerent, and 
of permissible indifference on the part of the neutral, have not yet been 
settled. Generally the neutral sovereignty is only violated construct-
ively. The acts done by the offending belligerent do not involve force, 
and need not entail any interference with the supreme rights of the 
State in which they are perforn1ed. They may be, and often are. 
innocent as regards the neutral except in so far as they endanger the 
quiescence of his attitude toward the injured belligerent; and their 
true quality may be, and often is, perceptible only by their results. 
(International Law, 5th ed., p. 603.) 
Speaking of the li1nitation to the a1nount necessary to 
reach the nearest ho1ne port and of refusal of a second 
supply till after three 1nonths he says: 
There can be little doubt that no neutral States would now venture 
to fall below this measure of care; and there can be as little doubt that 
their conduct will be as right as it will be prudent. \Yhen vessels were 
at the mercy of the winds it was not possible to measure with accuracy 
the supplies which might be furnished to them, and as blockades were 
seldom continuously effective, ai1d the nations which carried on distant 
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naval operations were all provided with colonies, questions could 
hardly f:pring from the usc of foreign posscsf:ion~ as a source of supplies. 
Under the altered condition:::; of warfare matters arc changed. \Vhen 
supplies can be meted out in accordance with the necessities of the 
case, to pcnnit more to be obtained than can, in a reasonably liberal 
sense of the word, be called necessary for reaching a place of safety, is 
to pmvidc the belligerent with mcan'3 of aggressive action; and conse-
quently to violate the essential principle~ of neutrality. (Ibid., p. 606.) 
The States of the \vorld represented at the Hague 
Conference in 1907 did not nt that ti1ne, ho"~ever, co1ne 
up to !Tall's standard in regnrd to lin1itation upon the 
supply of coal. 
Opinions of continenta Z 1vriters .-Ccrt ain continental 
\Vriters, inelining to less restrietion upon the supply of 
coal than that proposed in the British and so1ne other 
declarations, and particularly in the declaration of the 
Governor of ~Ialta, have criticized these. 
Such "\\Titers 1naintain that, "~hile coal is essential for 
aggressive fighting on the part of n vessel of \Var, for a 
neutral to furnish coal is analogous to the furnishing of 
sails, n1asts, tar, and sin1ilar supplies to a ship of \Var 
before the days of stean1 navigation; that such supplies 
afforded to the belligerents \Vhenever sought did not 
in1ply any violation of neutralit~~, as they \Vere for pur-
poses of navigation rather than for purposes of hostile 
co1nbat. It is also maintained that, since the navigation 
of the seas is free to al1, acts n1aking navigation possible 
are not violations of neutrality but legiti1nate. 
The claim is also 1nade that coal is 1nerely one form of 
supply. This is essential food for the engines \Vhile other 
supplies are essential for the personnel. Some say it 
\Vould be as reasonable to li1nit one as the other; that to 
per1nit the repair of an engine and to forbid the supply of 
coal to run the engine is n 1nanifest absurdity; that \Vhile 
it 1nay be and is generally forbidden to sell arn1s for the 
ere"~ of a ship of \v·ar, food and drink 1nny be procured 
in a neutral port; si1nilarly \\·bile n ship of \\·ar n1ay not 
purchase armament and \\·ar 1naterials, she n1ay properly 
obtain such supply of coal as is necessary. 
The fact that the belligerents nuty not reap equal 
advantages from the possibility of taking coal in a neutral 
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port is not clue to any act of the neutral, but due to con-
ditions \vhieh both belligerents might fully understand 
before entering upon the hostilities. To offer as a reason 
for refusing coal the argument that one belligerent might 
use the neutral port more for coaling \Vould br equally 
applicable to most other permitted actions. 
1\I. de Lapradelle \vho has particularly \\Titten upon 
this side of the question, says: 
La neutralite ne doit pas faire a l'un des belligerants une autre con-
dition qu'a l'autre. ~fais la nature peut faire qu'entre eux les possi-
bilities d'user de ces memes conditions soient differentes. Si les 
neutres devaient modifier leur droit toutes les fois que ces conditionfi 
changent, il n'y aurait plus de droit de la neutralite. Tel, que l'ennemi 
pense affamer, peut a voir plus besoin de vivres: est-ce une raison pour 
les declarer contrebande de guerre'? Tel peut avoir plus besoin que 
l'autre de s'arreter dans les ports neutres; est-ce une raison pour.les 
fermer? Tel peut a voir plus b.esoin de charbon; est-ce une raison 
pour le refuser? La encore, dans le raisonnement adverse, il existe 
une confusion entre l'inegalite des conditions geographiques et l'ine-
galite des conditions militaires. Les unes et les autres ne doivent, en 
aucune maniere, etre 1nodifiees, soit par !'action, soit par l'mnission 
des Etats neutres. Les conditions 1nilitaires comprennent les unites de 
combat, l'arn1ement, l'equipement; il n'est pas possible aux Etat~ 
neutres, ni d'en changer, ni d'en laisser, dans leur souverainete, 
changer le rapport. Les conditions geographiques c01nprennent la 
proximite de tel point, l'eloignement de tel autre, la necessite de passer. 
de tel ou tel point, par tel ou tel autre. La faculte de relftcher danfi 
les ports neutres et celle de prende du charbon s'y incorporent (1). 
car, dans l'etat actuel de la navigation, elles sont les conditions men1es 
de l'usage nor1nal de la n1er. L'un des belligerants se plaint-il que 
l'autre puisse venir l'attaquer par 1ner, en rehlchant et en charbonnant 
dans les ports neutres? Autant se plaindre que, la terre les separant, 
la mer ait comble la distance, car la mer ne se con~oit pas sans le~ 
facultes naturelles a la navigation, et les conditions de la navigation 
ne se con~oivent pas autrement qu'en rapport avec les progres de 
!'invention contemporaine. (La nouvelle these dH refuse de charbon 
aux belligerents dans les eaux neutres, 11 Revue Generale de Droit 
Int. Public, 1904, p. 553). 
Opinion o.f Pro.f. Hershey.-Prof. IIershey, writing of 
the coaling of the Russian fleet during the Russo-~TapanesP 
'Var, says: 
'\Vithout the facilities for coal afforded it in neutral port~ and water~ 
(1nainly French), it could not possibly have succeeded in eircumnaYi-
gating the greater part of Europe, Asia, and Africa, with the · a vowed 
purpose of attacking the Japanese fleet. .Not only ha Ye 1 he Freneh 
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·'instruct ion~,. pro Yen lamentably insufficient for the purpose of 
maintaining a real neutrality, but even a strict observance of the 
British and American rules would not have prevented that fleet from 
advancing fron1 one neutral port to another by means of coal obtained 
~\t a previous port, or fron1 using neutral coasts and waters as bases of 
~upply, or as channels of transportation, eYen though the fleet itself 
had ren1ained outside the three-1nile lin1it. Xothing short of the total 
prohibitions contained in the proclamation of the GoYernor of )Ialta 
\\ould seem to be sufficient for the maintenance of a strict or real 
neutrality. (International Law and Dipl01nacy of the Russo-Japanese 
\Var, p. 202.) 
State Department opinion.-'fhe follow·ing Inen1oran-
dtun 'Yas gi,~en to the n1inister of the X 0therlands by 
S0rret nrY 1-T a v in 1904: 
~ . 
[Memorandum.] 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, February 16, 1904. 
'l'he minister of the Netherlands inquires whether the declaration 
of Japan that coal is contraband of war entails any restrictions of the 
rule that coal may be supplied to a man-of-war of a belligerent (in a 
neutral port) in sufficient quantity to reach the belligerent's nearest 
h01ne port. 
By the general rule of international law neutrals are free to sell con-
I raband of war, even arms and ammunition, to a belligerent, subject 
always to the risk of seizure by the other belligerent. The recently 
issued neutrality proclamation of the President merely limits the right 
of citizen~ of the "Gnited States to sell coal \\'ithin the jurisdiction of 
the United States to a belligerent war ship to a certain amount, namely, 
Pnough to take the Yessel to its nearest home port. 
As the tTnited States Government understands the matter, the 
Japanese procla1nation n1erely declares that coal is contraband of war~ 
l he effect being to sen·e notice that where Japan finds coal being 
carried to her ene1ny by neutrals she will seize it. This does not 
appear to conflict with the declaration in the President's proclama-
tion, \Yhich has application within the territorial jurisdiction of the 
Pnited States. 
1~hc receipt 'yas ackno,vledged as follow·s: 
\YASHINGTON, J.lfay 3, 1904. 
)lie SEcRETARY OF STATE: The royal legation has not failed to 
forward to the Government of the Queen the memorandum relating 
to the Japanese declaration about the sale of coal during the actual 
war in the far Orient which accompanied the note which your excel-
lency kindly addressed to it on February 16 last. 
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I have been instructed to transmit to the Government of the United 
States the thanks of the Royal Government for the memorandum of 
which it has taken notice with great interest and in ·which it fully 
concurs. 
I take this occasion, etc., 
y AN SWINDEREK. 
(U. S. Foreign Relations, 1904, p. 523.) 
The Hague Convention of 1907.-The an1ount of coal 
\Vhich can be taken on board by a belligerent ves~el in 
a neutral port is specified in the 1-Iague Convention of 
1907 concerning the Rights and Duties of Keutral Po\ver8 
in Naval vVar. Of this provision the United States 
delegation in its report says: 
Article 19 is an extremely important one. It provides that: 
"ART. 19. Belligerent 'Vessels of war can not revictual in neutral ports 
and roads except to complete their normal supplies in time of peace. 
''Neither can these vessels take on board fuel except to rf'ach the nearest 
port of their own country. They may, howe'ver, take on the fuel necessary 
to fill their bunkers, properly so called, when they are in the 1.caters of 
neutral countries which have adopted this method of de term z~ning thf' amount 
of fuel to be furnished. 
"If, according to the rules of the neutral Power, 'Vessels can only rcce·irc 
coal 24 hours after their arrival, the lawful duration of their sojourn shall 
be prolonged 24 hours. 
"ART. 20. Belligerent vessels of war which have taken on board coal in 
the port of a neutral Power, can not renew their supply within three months 
in a port of the same Power." 
The great Powers of the world are susceptible of being grouped into 
two classes in the matter of neutral policy. England, having great 
naval power, supplemented by an extensive system of coaling stations 
and cmnmercial ports, has always favored and practiced a policy of 
strict neutrality. France, less powerful at sea, having few naval 
stations and with few distant colonial possessions, has been more 
liberal in the enforcement of its neutral obligations, and has allowed 
considerable aid to be extended to belligerent vessels in its ports. 
As England has treated both belligerents with impartial strictness, 
France has treated them with impartial liberality. \Vith this view 
Russia and, to some extent, Germany and Austria are in sympathy. 
As has been seen, the policy of the United States has been in the 
main similar to that of Great Britain. 
In the matter of coal the English delegation proposed that the 
amount of coal which a belligerent vessel might obtain in a neutral 
port should be restricted to quarter bunkers. The substantial opera-
tion of this rule would be that any public armed vessel that entered 
a neutral port short of coal woul~ have· to be interned until the clos~ 
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of the war, a~ it would be impossible , in a majority of cases. to reach 
a h ome port with so 1neagre an allowance of coal as quarter-bunker 
capacity. ThiR proposition was rejected , as were a number of sug-
gestion f' based upon bunker capacity, condition of bottoms, etc ., 
which were so ~omplicated as to be practically impossible in their 
a pplication . 
The re~mlt was to reach the compromise which is stated in article 
19, as t o which it may be said that the liberal States haYe yielded 
rat her more than those whose policy is one of strict neutrality . The 
:.uticle represents, it would seem, the most satisfactory conclusion 
possible for the Conference to reach. (Senate Doc. X o. 444 , 60th 
('ong., lst SPss. , p . 52. ) 
Discussion at The !!ague in 1907.-The discussion at 
The I-Iague in 1907 sho\\~ed that there \vere tw·o dis-
tinct points of \~e,,· in regard to belligerent coaling in 
a neutral port. One party clain1s that the deterinina-
tion of the an1ount on any such basis as the estimate of 
the nu1nber of tons necessary to reach the nearest home 
port is fro1n the n~ture of the case i1npossible because 
of variations due to the conditions of ship, boilers, 
" ·eather, quality of coal, etc. The other party claims 
that to allo\V the belligerent to take coal sufficient to 
fill the bunkers built to carry fuel w·ould practically 
rnake the neutral coaling port a base for the belligerent. 
Sir Ernest Satow·;representing Great Britain, proposed 
to insert the follo,ving article: 
Une Puissance neutre ne devra pas permettre scienunent a un 
naYire de guerre d 'un belligerant se trouYant dans sa juridiction de 
prendre a bord des IllUllitions, Vivres OU COmbustibles }JOUr aller a 
la rencontre de l 'ennemi ou pour se livrer a des operations de guerre. 
(Deuxi€nne Conference Internationale de la Paix, Tome III , p. 636. ) 
The representatives of Spain and Japan approved. 
Ger1nany, United States, Denmark, France, X or\vay, 
X ether lands, Russia, and S\veden disapproYed. Brazil. 
Italy, and Turkey refrained from voting. This vote 
\\·as taken to sho\v the attitude of the conunittee upon 
this restriction. It is eYident that it "·as not fayorable 
to placing upon the neutral any responsibility for deter-
Inining for \Vhat end the ship may be taking supplies 
or coal and that the determination of the an1ount of coal 
,,·ithin the allo,ved period is the 1nain 1natter for the 
nPutral. 
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The rejection of this British proposition gave evidence 
of the disposition on the part of several leading naval 
po,vers. They 'vere not inclined to irnpose such restric-
tions as 'vould rnake it necessary for the naval forces 
of a belligerent to be practically independent of neutral 
ports of call. 
It 'vas fully recognized at· The Hague in 1907 that the 
interests of the several po"~ers in time of 'var might be 
very diverse and that it rnight be difficult, if not irnpos-
sible, to reconcile these interests in all respects. 
~I. Renault revie"~ecl the difficulties upon this subject 
as follow·s: 
La necessite d'une reglementation precise ayant pour but d'ecarter 
des difficultes et meme de~ conflits dans cette partie du droit de la 
neutralite a ete affirmee de tousle~ cotes. Ce n'etaient pas seulement 
des considerations theoriques, mais des experiences recentes qui la 
faisaient ressortir de la maniere la plus saisissante. 
Laguerre continentale se poursuit en regie sur le territoire des deux 
belligerants. Sauf dans des circonstances exceptionelles, il n'y a pas 
contact direct entre les forces armees des belligerants et les autorites 
des pays neutres; quand ce contact se produit, quand des troupes 
doivent se refugier sur un territoire neutre, la situation est relatiYe-
ment simple, le droit positif coutulnier ou ecrit l'a reglee d'une maniere 
prec1se_. Les choses Yont autre1nent dans la guerre maritime. Les 
vaisseaux de guerre des belligerants ne peuvent toujours rester sur le 
theatre des hostilites, ils ont besoin d'aller dans des ports et ils ne trou-
vent pas toujours a proximite des ports de leur pays. La situation 
geographique influe forcement ici sur la guerre, parce que les navires 
des belligerants n'auront pas un egal besoin de se rendre dans des 
ports neu tres. 
Resulte-t-il de Ht qu'ils aient droit d'y trouver et que les neutres 
puissent leur accorder un asile sans restriction? C'est ce qui est 
conteste. La difference qui Yient d'etre indiquee est la suite natu-
relle de ce qui se passe en temps de paix. Les forces armees d'un 
pays ne penetrent jamais pendant la paix sur le territoire d'un autre 
Etat, de sorte qu'il n'y a rien de change quand la guerre eclate; les 
forces armees doivent continuer a respecter le territoire neutre comme 
elles le faisaient auparaYant. II en est autrement pour les forces 
maritimes qui sont admises, en general, a frequenter pendant la paix 
les ports des autres Etats. Si la guerre survient, les Etats neutre~ 
doivent-ils interrompre brusquement cette pratique du temps de 
paix? Peuvent-ils agir a leur guise ou la neutralite restreint-elle leur 
liberte d'action? Si le desarmement se con~oit quand une troupe 
belligerante penetre sur le territoire neutre, parce qu'il s'agit d'un 
fait qui ne serait pas tolere en temps de paix, la situation est autre 
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pour le navire de guerre d'un belligerant qui arrive dans un port oi1 
il aurait pu regulierement penetrer en te1nps de paix et d'oi1 il aurait 
pu librement partir. 
Quel accueil ce navire va-t-il done y recevoir? Que lui laissera-t-on 
faire? II s'agit pour l'Etat neutre de concilier son droit de l'hospitalite 
avec le devoir de s'abstenir de toute participation aux hostilites. Cette 
conciliation qu'il appartient au neutre de faire dans le plein exercise 
de sa souverainete n'est pas toujour~ aisee et ce qui le prouve, c'est la 
diversite des regles et des pratique8. Suivant les pays, le traitement 
qui doit etre fait aux navires de guerre des belligerants dans un port 
neutre resulte de la legislation permanents (Code italien de la marine 
marchande par exelnple) ou des regles edictees a propos d'une guerre 
detern1inee (Declaration de neutralite). Xon seulement les regles 
pr01nulguees dans les divers pays different entre elles, mais Ull meme 
pays ne prescrit pas des regles identiques a des epoques rapprochees 
l'une de l'autre; de plus, parfois, les regles se modifient au cours de la 
guerre. 
La chose essentielle, c'est que tous sachent a quoi s'en tenir et qu'il 
n'y ait pas de surprise. Les Etats neutres demandent avec instance 
des regles preci~es dont !'observation les nette a l'abri des recrimina-
tions de l'un et de l'autre des belligerants. lls declinent des obliga-
tions qui seraien t sou vent en disproportion a vee leurs moyens et leurs 
ressources ou dont l'accomplissement supposerait de leur part de 
veritables mesures inquisitoriales. 
Ce qui doit etre le point ·de depart d'une reglementation, c'est la 
:3ouverainete de l'Etat neutre, qui ne peut etre alteree par le seul fait 
cl'une guerre a laquelle il entend demeurer etranger. Cette souve-
rainete doit etre respectee par les belligerants qui ne peuvent l'im-
pliquer dans la guerre ou le troubler par des actes d'hostilite. 
Toutefois les neutres ne peuvent pas user de leur liberte comme en 
temps de paix, ils ne doivent pas faire abstraction de l'etat de guerre. 
~\.ucun acte ou aucune tolerance de leur part ne peuvent licitement 
constituer une immixtion dans les operations de guerre. lls doivent 
de plus etre impartiaux. 
II semble inutile de developper des considerations generales qui 
pourraient donner lieu a. de longues discussions, la neutralite n'etant 
pas envisagee de la meme fa~on par tout le monde. II vaut mieux se 
horner a l'etude de propositions visant des cas determines que l'on 
regie naturellement en tenant compte des principes, mais qui se pre-
sentent d'une maniere concrete et precise. (Deuxieme Conference 
[nternationale de la Paix, Tome III, p. 466.) 
Resume of propositions at The Hague in 1907.-The 
propositions made by the representatives of the States 
at The I-I ague in 1907 resolved into t'vo: 
1. A belligerent ship of 'var may take in a neutral 
port fuel sufficient only to enaqle her to reach her nearest 
home port or some nearer neutral destination. 
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2. A belligerent ship of war 1nay take in a neutral 
port fuel sufficient to fill her coal bunkers to the normal 
peace standard. 
These propositions 'vere some,vhat differently stated 
by the representatives of the several States. 
Spain: 
Ils pourront, toutefois, se pourvoir des vivres et du charbon neces-
saires pour atteindre le port le plus rap proche de leur pays ou un port 
neutre plus proche encore. (Deuxieme Conference Internationale 
de la Paix, Tome III, p. 701. ). 
Gre.at Britain: 
Une Puissance neutre ne devra pas permettre sciemment a un navire 
de guerre d'un belligerant se trouvant dans sa juridiction de prendre 
a bord des munitions, vivres ou combustibles si ce n'est dans le cas 
ou les munitions, vivres ou combustibles deja a bord du navire ne lui 
suffiraient pas pour gagner le port le plus proche de son propre pays; 
la quantite de munitions, vivres · ou combustibles charges a bord du 
navire dans la juridiction neutre ne devra en aucun cas depasser le 
complement necessaire pour lui permettre de gagner le port le plus 
proche de son propre pays. (Ibid., p. 697.) 
Japan: 
Les navires belligerants ne pourront dans les ports ou les eaux neu-
tres, ni augmenter leurs forces de guerre, ni faire de reparations sauf 
celles qui seront indispensables a la securite de leur navigation, ni 
charger aucun approvisionnement excepte du charbon et des provi-
sions suffisant avec ce qui reste encore a bord pour les mettre a meme 
d'atteindre a une vitesse economique le port le plus rapproche de 
leur pays ou une destination neutre plus proche encore. (Ibid., p. 
700.) 
Russia: 
Il est interdit aux batiments de guerre des Etats belligerants, pendant 
leur sejour dans les ports et les eaux territoriales neutres, d'augmenterr 
a l'aide des ressources puissees a terre, leur materiel de guerre ou de 
renforcer leur equipage. 
Toutefois les batiments susmentionnes pourront se pourvoir de 
vivres, denrees, approvisionnements, charbon et moy·ens de reparation 
necessaires a la subsistence de leur equipage ou a la continuation de 
leur navigation. (Ibid., p. 702.) 
The report of the third commission7 to 'vhich the con-
sideration of the rights and duties of neutrals in case 
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of n1nritin1e "Tar "Tas intrusted, in presenting Article 
19, says: 
1\ ous arriYons a Ia question qui ef:'t, aYeC celle de la clun~e de f:'Cjour 
la plus important de la rnatiere. Dans queUe mesure les naYiref:' de 
guerre des belligerants peuYent-il~ s'approYisionner de YiYres et de 
charbon dans les ports neutres'? 
La proposition russe (article 7) (Yol. III, Trois. Com. Annexe 48) 
dit que ces batiments pourront se pounToir de vivres, denrees, appro-
visionnements, charbon et nlOyens de reparation necessaires a la sub-
sistence de leur equipage ou a la continuation de leur voyage. La 
proposition britannique (article 17) (\Tol. III, Trois. Com. Annexe 44) 
dit que la quantite de munitions, viYres ou combustibles charges a 
bord du naYire dans la juridiction neutre ne devra, en aucun cas, 
depasser le comple1nent necessaire pour lui permettre de gagner le 
port le plus proche de son propre pays. D'apres la proposition japo-
naise (article 4) (\T ol. II I, Trois. Com. Annexe 4G), les na vires ne pen-
vent charger aucun approvisionne1nent, a !'exception du charbon et des 
provisions suffisant a vee ce qui reste encore a bord, pour les 1nett re 
a rnenle d'atteindre, a une vitesse economique, le port le plus rap-
proche de leur pays ou nne destination neutre plus proche encore. 
Enfin, sans parler de ce qui pourrait etre a borcl, la proposition espagnole 
(article 5) (Yol. III, Trois. Com. Annexe 47) pern1et aux navires 
belligerants de se pourvoir des vivres et du charbon necessaires pour 
atteindre le port le plus rapproche de leur pays ou un port neutre plus 
proche encore. 
Il faut, tout d'abord, mettre a part le ravitaillement en dehors du 
combustible. La premiere regie de !'article 19, d'apres laquelle les 
navires belligerants ne peuvent se ravitailler que pour completer leur 
approvisionnement nornlal du temps de paix, a ete acceptee sans 
difficult e. 
Le debat n'a porte que sur le charbon, ou mieux sur le combustible, 
puisque le charbon n'est plus le seul combustible employe. 
C'est depuis une quarantaine d'annees que cette question a surgi et on 
en comprend toute !'importance, si l'on songe que, suivant une expres-
sion saisissante deS. Exc. ~I. Tcharykow, si un homme sans vivres est un 
cadavre, un navire f:'ans charbon est une epave. Les efforts les plus 
grands ont ete faits dans le Comite pour arriver a un systeme acceptable 
par les interesses, qui sont let:' neutres et les belligerants eventuels. 
Pourceux-ci, ils tiennent naturellement compte de leursituationgeogra-
phique, qui leur rend plus ou moins necessaire la faculte de se ravi-
tailler dans des ports neutres; pour les premiers, ils peuvent demander 
une regie precise, qu'ils soient en mesure cl'appliquer sans s'exposer a 
des recriminations des deux parts. 
Des arguments ont ete abonclamment fournis en faveur de diverses 
solutions. Si on n'admet pas la regie britannique, qui est de nature, 
comme on l'a fait remarquer, a soulever diverses difficultes d'ordre 
pratique, et si, d'autre part, on ne veut pas du systeme de liberte 
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absolue, on peut concevoir et on a presente des systemes tres divers 
pour detenniner la quantite de combustible qui pourra etre chargee 
par le navire belligerant: la dotation normale, une quantite propor-
tionnelle au deplacement ou au nombre des chevaux-vapeur, la quan-
tite necessaire pour parcourir une certaine distance, etc. Un comite 
technique charge d'etudier la question n'a pu arriver a une solution 
unanime. La proposition allemande cl'accorcler aux belligerants la 
permission de completer leurs soutes entieres y a reuni 9 voix (Alle-
magne, Bresil, Danemark, France, Italie, Pays-Bas, Russie, Suede, 
Turquie) contre 5 (Etats-Unis d'Amerique, Espagne, Grande-Bretagne, 
Japon, Chine). 
C'est dans ces conditions que la question a ete soumise en seconde 
lecture au Comite d'Examen. 
II y avait en presence deux propositions: 
l. La proposition britannique (Yol. III, Trois. Com. Annexe 44): Les 
navires ne peuvent prendre du combustible que pour gagner le port le 
plus proche de leur propre pays. Le sens de cette proposition a ete 
nettement precise par Sir Ernest Satmv, en reponse a une question de 
~I. Hagerup. La regie constitue un simple mode de calcul et ne cree 
pour le neutre aucune obligation d'avoir a surveiller la destination du 
navire requerant. :Xous nous permettons d'ajouter qu'elle n'implique 
non plus aucune obligation pour le navire de se rendre a une destina-
tion quelconque. Ainsi seraient supprimees des contestations parfois 
soulevees. 
2. Une proposition ainsi con9ue: Ces navires ne peuvent prendre clu 
combustible que por completer leur plein normal du temps de paix. 
S. Exc. :\I. T~harykmv a presente, a titre transactionnel, la formule 
suivante: "Ces navires ne peuvent, de meme, prendre du combustible 
que pour gagner le port le plus proche de leur propre pays. IIs peuvent, 
d'ailleur8, prendre le combustible necessaire pour completer leur plein 
des soutes proprement elites, quand ils se trouvent dans les pays neutres 
qui ont adopte ce mode de determination du combustible a fournir." 
Cette proposition a ete acceptee par 11 voix (Allemagne, Bresil, Dane-
mark, Espagne, France, Italie, Korvege, Pays-Bas, Russie, Suede, 
Turquie) avec 3 abstentions (Etats-lJnis d' Amerique, Grande-Bretagne, 
Japon), apres que la proposition faite parS. Exc. :\I. Tsudzuki en vue 
de la suppression de tout I' article eut ete rejetee par 10 voix (Allemagne, 
Bresil, Danemark, France, Italie, Xorvege, Pays-Bas, Russie, Suede, 
Turquie) contre 4 (Etats-Unis d' Amerique, Espagne, Grande-Bretagne, 
Japon). 
Le ravitaillement ne peut suffire pour justifier la prolongation de la 
duree normale du sejour. II faut toutefois tenir compte de la circon-
stance que, dans certains pays, un navire belligerant ne peut obtenir 
de charbon que 24 heures apres son arrivee. (Article 249, alinea 2, du 
Code italien de la marine marchand e.) 
Article 19. Les navires de guerre belligerants ne peu1·ent se ra1'itailler 
dans les ports et rades neutres que. pour completer leur approvisionnement 
normal du temps de paix. 
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Ces navires ne peu;rent, de mbne, prendre du combustible que pour 
gagner le port le plus proche de leur propre pays. Ils peuvent, d'ailleurs, 
prendre le cmnbustible necessa-ire pour completer le plein de leurs soutes 
proprement dites, quand ils se trourent dans les pays neutres qui ont 
aaopte ce mode de determination du combustible a fournir. 
Le raritaillement et la prise de cmnbustible ne donnent pas droit a pro-
longer la duree legale du sejour. Toutejois, si, d'apres la loi de la. Puis-
sance neutre, ces navires re{X)ivent du charbon que 24 heures apres leur 
arrivee, cette duree est prolongce de 24 heures. 
(Deuxieme Conference Internationale de la Paix, Tome III, p. 505.) 
The last paragraph of Article 19 \Vas after discussion 
amended as follo\vs: 
Si, d' a pres la loi de la Puissance neutre, les na vires ne rec;oivent du 
charbon que vingt-quatre heures apres leur arrivee, la duree legal de leur 
sejour est prolongee de vingt-quatre heures. 
Report of American delegation.-It is proper to reprint 
here the clauses of the report of the United States dele-
gation to the Second Hague Conference so far as this 
report bears upon the subject under consideration. 
The proposition advanced by England represented the strict 
views of neutral rights and duties which are held by States main-
taining powerful naval establishments, supplemented by a widely 
distributed system of coaling stations and ports of call, in _which their 
merchant vessels could find convenient refuge at the outbreak of war 
and which enable them to carry on operations at sea quite independently 
of a resort to neutral ports for the procurement of coal or other supplies 
or for purposes of repair. As the policy of the United States Govern-
ment has generally been one of strict neutrality, the delegation found 
itself in sympathy with this policy in many, if not most, of its essential 
details. France for many years past has taken a somewhat different 
view of its neutral obligations, and has practiced a liberal, rather than 
a strict, neutrality. The views of France in that regard have received 
some support from the RusRian delegation and were favored to some 
extent by Germany and Austria. 
It was constantly borne in mind by the delegation, in all delibera-
tions in committee, that the United States is, and always has been, a 
permanently neutral power, and has always endeavored to secure the 
greatest enlargement of neutral privileges and immunities. Not only 
are its interests permanently neutral, but it is so fortunately situated, 
in respect to its military and naval establishments, as to be able to 
enforce respect for such neutral rights and obligations as flow from its 
essential rights of sovereignty and independence. (Senate Doc. Xo. 
444, 60th Cong., 1st sess., p. 50.) 
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Coaling in the Spanish-American War.-ln a telegram 
from Mr. Hay, the American ambassador in London, of 
June 29, 1898, when the Spanish fleet was supposed to 
be bound for the East, it was said: 
British Government concludes Camara can not remain at Port Said 
more than 24 hours, except in case of necessity, and can not coal there 
if he has coal enough to take him back to Cadiz, which appears to 
be the case. (U. S. Foreign Relations, 1898, p. 983.) 
It was said of the Spanish fleet bound westward that 
it also might find it difficult to obtain coal. 
When, in the latter part of May, 1898, it was rumored that the Spanish 
armored squadron had sailed or was about to sail to the United States 
and might stop at the Azores for coal, the minister of the United States 
at Lisbon was instructed to protest against its coaling at those islands, 
on the ground that, as they lay entirely outside the route from Spain 
to the Spanish West Indies, such ~n act would convert the Portuguese 
territory into a base of hostile operations against the United States. 
(7 Moore, Int. Law Digest, 945.) 
Prof. Moore quotes from a letter of the Secretary of State 
to the Secretary of theN avy of August 5, 1898, in regard to 
coaling of United States ships of war in Mexican waters: 
Before the outbreak of hostilities the Pacific Mail Steamship Co. was 
permitted, under its agreement with the Mexican Government, to 
furnish supplies of coal to United States men-of-war at Acapulco. 
During the war the Mexican Government placed limitations on the 
supply of coal to belligerent vessels in its ports and made no exception 
as to United States vessels at Acapulco. The Department of State 
abs~ained from addressing any representation to Mexico on the subject, 
on the ground that as it had "on numerous recent occasions asked of 
Mexico the strict execution of its neutral duties," it was "not disposed, 
upon the strength of an agreement between the Pacific Mail Steamship 
Co. and the Mexican Government, made before the war, to insist that 
pubHc ships of the United States may now be allowed to take coal 
without limit in a Mexican port." (7 Moore, Int. Law Digest, p. 946.) 
Coaling in the Russo-Japanese War.-The proclamation 
of the Governor of Malta . of August 12, 1904, declares 
that the provisions in regard to coaling-
shall not be understood as having any application in case of a bellig-
erent fleet proceeding either to the seat of war or to any position or 
positions on the line of route with the object of intercepting neutral 
ships on suspicion of carrying contraband of war, and that such fleet 
shall not be permitted to make us~ in any way of any port, roadstead, 
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or waters subject to the jurisdiction of llis .Jlajesty for the purpo~e of 
coaling, either directly from the shore or from colliers accompanying 
such Heet, whether vessels of such fleet present themselves to any such 
port or roadstead or within the said waters at the f'ame time or suc-
ces~ively, and second, that the same practice shall be pursued with 
reference to single belligerent ships of war proceeding for purpose of 
belligerent operations as above defined. (Xaval \Yar College, Inter-
national Law Situations, 1906, p. 78; also the London Times, Aug. 
23, 190-L) 
The notes issued by the Egyptian :Jlinister of Foreign 
A:Jairs February 10 and 12, 1904, provide that coal shall 
be granted to belligerent ships of \\'"ar only on \\Titten 
authorization fron1 the port authorities specifying the 
a1nount, and that the port authorities shall grant such 
authorization ''only after a \Yritten staternent fro1n the 
ship's conunander shall haYe been obtained, stating the 
destination of his yessel and the quantity of coal already 
on board." 
The roy'al ordinance of s\\~eden and X Or\\'"ay of 1\..pril 30, 
1904, interdicts u to \Yar vessels of the belligerents entry 
to the territorial \Yaters \Yithin the :fi-x: eel su brnarine 
defenses, as \Vell as to the follo"·ing ports" ( 4 S"·edish, 
6 X or\Yegian). Entrance is accorded to Yessels of \Yar 
to other ports under the follo\Ying rules: 
They are forbidden to obtain any supplies except stores, provisions, 
and means for repairs necessary for the subsistence of the crew or for the 
security of navigation. In regard to coal, they can only purchase the 
necessary quantity to reach the nearest non blockaded national port, or, 
with the consent of the authorities of the King, a neutral destination. 
\Vithout special permission the same vessel will not be permitted to 
again purchase coal in a port or roadstead of S"·eden or X orway within 
three months after the last purchase. (U. S. Foreign Relations, 190-!, 
p. 31.) 
The range of proclamations is fro1n ahnost unlin1ited 
freedom of entrance to prohibition of entrance except 
under .force 1najeure. 
Coaling outside of JJort, but within neutral u·aters.-
Situation rr of the XaYal 'Yar College International 
La,v· Situations of 1908 "·as as follo\\·s: 
Coaling in neutral u·aters.-\Yhile there is war between States X and 
Y and other States are neutral, a ''"ar vessel of State X coals from a 
collier juf't off the coast within three miles of State Z. A month later 
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the same war vessel enters a port of State Z and requests a reasonable 
supply of coal. This is refused, on the ground that the vessel has taken 
coal within the waters of State Z within three months. 
The conclusion as a result of the conferences and of 
the consideration of the principles involved 'vas that 
the contention of State Z under the circumstances 'vas 
correct. 
The Hague Convention on rnaritime jurisdiction.-'fhe 
Hague Convention of 1907, respecting the l .ights and 
Duties of :N"eutral Pow·ers in 1\Iaritime \Yar, provides: 
ART. 1. Belligerents are bound to respect the sovereign 
rights of neutral Powers and to abstain, in neutral territory 
or neutral waters, from all acts which would constitute on 
the part of the neutral Powers which knowingly perrnitted 
them, a nonfulfilment of their neutrality. 
* * * * * * 
ART. 5. Belligerents are forbidden to use ne,utral ports 
and waters as a base of naval operations against their adver-
sar~es. 
It is evident that the aim of these regulations is to pre-
vent the use of neutral 'va ters as a base of operations. 
It is also evident from Article 19 of the above Conven-
tion that a State may allo'v coal sufficient only to reach 
the nearest home port, or, if it adopts the alternative 
method, then sufficient to fill the coal bunkers. 
It is unquestionably 'vithin the po,ver of a State to 
adopt either 1nethod. 
Coaling 'vithin a port, 'vhether from an accompanying 
collier or from a collier sent to the port to meet a fleet, 
would be acts of like nature, because taking place 'vithin 
the area clearly under the im1nediate jurisdiction of the 
port authorities. 
Dr. Higgins on amount of coal.-Dr. A. Pearce Higgins, 
at present lecturer on international la'v at the British 
Royal Naval "'\)Tar College, su1nn1arizes the discussion at 
The Hague upon Article 19 of the Convention respecting 
the Rights and Duties of Neutral Po,vers in ~Iaritime vVar 
so far as it relates to the amount of coal to be supplied 
in a neutral port as follo,vs: 
The second paragraph deals with the supply of fuel and gave rise to 
lengthy discussions. The British proposal (Article 17) said that the 
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quantity of provisions or fuel (munitions, vivres ou combustibles) taken 
on board in neutral jurisdiction should in no case exceed that which 
was necessary to enable it to reach the nearest port of its own country; 
the Japanese proposal added "or some nearer neutral destination;" 
the Spanish proposal was to the same effect. On the other hand it was 
contended by Germany, France, and Russia that belligerents should 
be allowed to take in enough fuel to complete their normal supply in 
ti1ne of peace. These two alternatives were considered by the examin-
ing committee on the 11th and 12th of September, 1907, and again at 
the full meeting of the third committee on the 4th of October, 1907. 
Admiral Siegel (Germany) contended that there was a great difficulty 
in arriving at the quantity of fuel necessary to take a ship to its nearest 
home port. It was necessary to ascertain what was the nearest port, 
what was its distance, the most economical speed·, which would neces-
sarily vary with the quality of the coal supplied, the state of the boilers, 
etc., the condition of the weather and a consequept lengthening of the 
voyage. These were burdens which should not be placed on neutrals. 
In support of the British proposal, Sir Ernest Satow argued that a neu-
tral had no right to give assistance to a belligerent to reach his adversary; 
that the only reason why coal should be given to a belligerent ship 
was to prevent it from becoming a helpless derelict on the ocean; suffi-
cient should therefore be given to enable it to preserve its existence, and 
thi~ was the origin of the rule of the nearest home port, a rule which had 
been accepted by nearly all States which had issued rules on the sub-
ject. ·The Japanese delegate preferred the suppression of the provisions 
relating to coal in the Article to the acceptance of the German proposal 
but this was rejected by 10 to 4. The Russian proposal combined both 
tests as alternatives as stated in the second paragraph and this was car-
ried in the examining committee by 11 votes, with 3 abstentions. 
(The Hague Peace Conferences, p. 475.) 
Prof. Oppenheim's opinion.-Oppenhein1 n1aintains 
that-
A neutral must prevent belligerent men-of-war ad1nitted to his 
ports or maritime belt from taking in more provisions and coal than are 
necessary to bring them safely to the nearest port of their home State, 
for otherwise he would enable them to cruise on the open sea near his 
maritime belt for the purpose of attacking enemy vessels. And it 
must be specially observed that it matters not whether the man-of-war 
concerned in tends to buy provisions and coal on land or to take them 
in from transport vessels which accompany or meet her in neutral 
waters. (2 International Law, p. 355.) 
Application of disc·ussion to Situation 1.-(a) Right to 
regulate supply of fuel.-It is evident from practice and 
it is in accord 'vith the Hague Convention that neutral 
po,vers "should issue specific enactments regulating the 
consequences of the status of neutrality 'vhenever 
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adopted by them.'' It is an obligation resting on neutrals 
to apply these enactments impartially. 
vVhen, in time of 'var bet,veen States X and Y, the 
authorities of neutral State Z infor1n the co1nmander of a 
detachment of armed vessels of State X, entering port B 
of State Z for the purpose of coaling from colliers accom-
panying the detachn1ent, that he 'viii be allo,ved to take 
from the colliers coal sufficient only to proceed to the 
nearest home port or to a port already passed en route to 
port B, the authorities are acting within their rights. A 
State has the right to make such regulations as it may 
regard necessary for the protection of its neutrality pro-
vided these do not violate conventions to 'vhich the State 
is a party. Such a restriction as State Z announces is in 
accord 'vith the clause of Article 19 of the Hague Conven-
tion respecting the Rights· and Duties of Neutral Po,vers 
in ~1aritime vVar, ,vhich provides that belligerent ships 
of "\Var "may only ship sufficient fuel to enable them to 
reach the nearest port in their o'vn country." The addi-
tion of the provision allo,ving the detachment to ship 
fuel sufficient to reach "a port already passed en route" 
does not deprive the belligerent of any right, but may 
enlarge his privileges. 
The provision of the Hague Convention leaves to the 
neutral State the determination of the an1ount of fuel 
necessary, if the neutral State adopts as the standard 
the amount necessary to take the ships of 'var to the 
nearest home port. To deny this amount in a port 'vhich 
ships of 'var 'vere per1nitted to enter 'vould result practi-
cally in the internn1ent of such ships. The protest of State 
Y against anycoaling,vithin port B of neutral State z,vould 
not be valid. It has been recognized in recent years that 
coaling from colliers in a neutral port, if not in violation 
of the amount allo,ved and if not 'vi thin the period during 
'vhich coaling is prohibited because of previous coaling 
in a port of the same State, is not a breach of neutrality. 
Indeed it is considered that coaling from colliers accon1-
panying a fleet, if under proper regulations, n1ay be less 
in contravention of neutrality than taking a supply of 
coal from the merchants· of a neutral State, since the 
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reserYe coal supply of the belligerent \\"ould be by that 
an1ount reduced. 
'fhc protest of State Y is not Yalid. The rules estab-
lished by State Z n1ust, of course, be i1npartially applied. 
State Z is con1petent to 1nnke the regulation 1nentioned 
in Situation I (a). The enforcen1ent of the rule in case 
of the detaclunent of the fleet of State X is justified. 
Certain aspects of the question as regards coaling in a 
neutral port or roadstead and coaling in neutral w·atcrs 
outside of these lin1its \Yere discussed in Situation 1\T of 
the International La\\'" Situations of 1908. It \Vas stated 
(p. 97) that-
As is evident from the neutrality proclamations of recent years, it 
is the purpose of neutrals to strictly limit the use of neutral territorial 
waters by belligerents to such purposes as the neutrals may specifically 
enumerate. In most proclamations prohibitions have been extended 
to ports, roadsteads, and territorial waters. 
There is a difference in the actual degree of control 
\Vhich a neutral exercises over a port or roadstead and 
that \\'"hich the neutral exercises over the territorial \\'"aters 
along the open coast. The Hague Convention of 1907, 
respecting the Rights and Duties of X eutrnl Po\vers in 
~iaritin1e \Yar, provides in Article 10 that-
The neutrality of a Power is not aJlected by the mere pas-
sage through its territorial waters of ships of war or of pri.zes 
belonging to belligerents. 
Prizes belonging to belligerents are in general not to 
be brought into neutral ports except under stress of 
\Veather or other force majeure. Thus the status of a 
prize is not the snJne in a neutral port as in passage 
through neutral \Vaters outside a port. The obligation 
of the neutral po\\'"er to exercise jurisdiction does not 
extend in the sa1ne n1nnner to the n1arine league along 
the coast as \Vithin its ports. 
The United States declaration of neutrality in 1904, 
regulating the taking of coal by the belligerents during 
the H.usso-Japanese \Var, extended to "any port, harbor, 
roadstead, or \Vaters \vithin the jurisdiction of the United 
States." The British \Vording is sin1ilar. :Jiost of the 
other procln1nations n1cntion coaling in ''neutral ports" 
only. 
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(b) Colliers sent to meet .fieet.-In a neutral port coaling 
fro1n the shore, from colliers a.~co1npanying the fleet, or 
fron1 colliers sent to meet the fleet \Vould be analogous. 
The acts \vould in each case be performed \vithin juris-
diction of the authorities of the neutral port B. As 
explained above under (a), the neutral State Z has a right 
to 1nake regulations for the. protection of its neutrality 
and for the use of its ports by belligerents in time of \Var. 
The neutral State has, according to the Hague Conven-
tion respecting the Rights and Duties of Keutral Po\vers 
in ~1aritime War, Article 26, the right to enforce the 
regulations: 
The exercise by a neutral Power of the rights laid down 
in the present Oonvention can never be considered as an 
unfriendly act by either belligerent who has accepted the 
.Articles relating thereto. 
This is simply an enunciation of the general principle 
that a neutral n1ay protect its neutrality. Each neutral 
must judge \Vhat is necessary for such protection. If it 
is neglectful one belligerent Inay clai1n that it has not 
used "due diligence;" if it is too rigorous in the regula-
tions and in their enforcen1ent the other belligerent may 
feel aggrieved. It is, ho\vever, for the neutral to deter-
mine where the line shall be dra \Vn. 
In the situation under consideration there \Vould be no 
difference in the solution o\ving to the fact that the col- . 
liers had been sent to the neutral port B, to meet the 
detach1nent of the fleet instead of acco1npanying the fleet. 
The explanation given of the British rule n1et \vith little 
objection \vhen Lord Lansdo\vne \Vrote to Sir C. Hardinge 
on August 16, 1904, in regard to belligerent vessels that 
' 'Such fleet can not be pern1itted to make use in any \vay 
of a British port for the purpose of coaling, either directly 
from the shore or fro1n colliers accon1panying the fleet, 
\vhether the vessels of the fleet present then1selves at the 
port at the sa1ne time or successively." 
(c) General control of waters.-From all points of vie\v 
it is evident that a neutral State can not exercise the same 
effective jurisdiction over r.emote \Vaters along the coast 
as over the \Vaters of the ports and roadsteads. The 
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tirne of arriv-al, the amount of coal taken, and other data 
nec(lssary for the deterrnination of the treatment of the 
belligerent fleet might not and probably w·ould not be 
available. 
\Yhile the obligation of the neutral according to arti~le 
25 of the Hague Convention concerning the Rights and 
Duties of :Neutral Po,vers in Naval \Yar is that "A neu-
tral Pow·er is bound to exercise such surveillance as the 
means at its disposal allo'v to prevent any violation of 
the provisions of the above Article occurring in itE ports 
or roadsteads or in its \Vaters," the belligerent is bound 
"to abstain, in neutral territory or neutral \Vaters, from 
all acts \vhich "Tould constitute on the part of the neutral 
Po\vers \V hich kno\vingly permitted them, a non-fulfilment 
of their neutrality." (Art. 1.) Such acts \Vould be, if no 
provisions \Vere announced to the contrary, sojourn for 
more than 24 hours (Art. 18), taking in more than coal 
sufficient to reach nearest home port (Art. 19). 
Conclusion.-The obligation upon the belligerent is to 
observe the regulations prescribed by the neutral under 
penalty of denial of the use of neutral \Vaters or such 
other measures as the neutral may be able to take (Art.25). 
The neutral \vould be justified in regulating the supply 
of coal as specified jn (a); the only difference \vould be 
in the fact that the neutral \vould not be under equal 
obligation to exercise surveillance ov-er all coast \Vaters. 
SOLUTIOX. 
(a) State Z is competent to make the regulation allo,v-
ing \vithin neutral jurisdiction coal sufficient only to pro-
ceed to the nearest home port or to a port already passed 
en route to port B. State Z might be at liberty to adopt 
the rule of full bunker supply. 
(b) The same rule \Vould apply jn case of colliers sent 
to meet the belligerent fleet at the neutral port of 
State Z. 
(c) The same rule \Vould apply if the coaling \Vere not 
in port but merely \vithin the three-mile limit off the 
coast of State Z. 
